
SHADE CLOTH
INF ORMATION GUIDE



Durable, functional and easy to maintain, 
Coolaroo shade cloth provides optimal sun 
protection and outdoor screening.

SE LECTING QUA LITY
Considerate of budget as well as function Coolaroo shade cloth is categorised into two quality tiers, 
‘HEAVY-DUTY’ and ‘LIGHT-DUTY’. The ‘HEAVY-DUTY’ range comes with a 15 year warranty 
and is best suited for longer-term usage such as permanent shade structures. ‘LIGHT-DUTY’ 
(available in our Screening tier) is good for general purpose usage. It is covered by a 2 year  
warranty and is designed for temporary or disposable usage, such as matting or garden throw-over.

SE LECTING U V B LOCK
UV block relates to the performance of the shade cloth 
to reflect or absorb incident Ultra Violet Radiation (UVR). 
While UVR can be harmful to humans it is vital for healthy 
plant growth.

To make it easy to select the most suitable UV block for 
your application Coolaroo shade cloth is broken into 3 tiers: 
Garden Cover (50% UV block), Screening (70% UV block) 
and People Cover (90+% UV block).

SHADE COVER

UV BLOCK

Allows air and light 
to pass through while 

providing privacy.  
Best for: 

Privacy screening

Wind Break

Vehicle Protection

Pergolas & gazebos

Play Area Cover

Pet Protection

Optimal UV cover for 
protection of people 

and pets.  
Best for: 

Seedlings & plants

Shade Houses

All Garden Applications

Allows light and water 
to pass through while 

protecting from heat stress. 
Best for: 

50%
UV block

GARDEN 
COVER

70%
UV block

SCREENING 90+%
UV block

PEOPLE 
COVER



CO LOURS
The Coolaroo shade cloth colour range makes it easy to compliment popular building materials and 
common garden tones. Whatever the desired look (blend or contrast) your needs are covered. 

Coolaroo has a wide range of shade cloth 
designed specifically for varying uses 
around the yard and greater outdoors. 

A combination of different materials and 
construction methods are used to achieve 
optimal UV block and durability properties.

RAIN 
FOREST

WHITE

GREEN BLACK

BEECH

RAIN 
FOREST

STONE

GRAPHITE

BE E C H R AI N 
FOR EST

STONE

GR APH I TESLATE

LIGHT-DUTY

HEAVY-DUTY

SI ZES
Coolaroo shade cloth is available in 1.83m and 3.66m widths and 
sold in convenient pre-packaged rolls or by the meter. 

All colour swatches and images shown have been reproduced to 
represent actual product colours as accurately as possible.
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ACCESS OR IES
The Coolaroo range of accessories ensures that fixing shade cloth to various structures and 
framework is always easy, quick and neat.

QUICK S E LE CTION GUIDE

Snap-on 
Butterfly Clips

Fasten your 
shade cloth 

to wire
cable, rope and 
fencing mesh.

Timber 
Fasteners

Attach your 
shade cloth to

timber 
structures.

Tie Wraps
Secure to metal 

posts, steel
cable and metal 

pipe frames.

Timber Studs
Secure shade 

cloth to timber.

Lacing Cord 
with Needle
Attach shade 
cloth to areas 

tie wraps can’t 
wrap around.

Shade Cloth 
Cutter

Cut shade cloth 
into desired 

lengths.

Ezy Fix 
Accessory Kit

Ideal for 
securing or 
extending

the length of 
your shade 

cloth.

Roll Up  
Blind Kit

Make your own 
roll-up blinds.

What is the primary 
purpose?

SUN PROTECTION SCREENING

PEOPLE PETS GARDEN ASSETS PRIVACY GROUND 
COVER

WIND- 
BREAK

WHITE
Best for seedlings

GREEN
All plants

LIGHT-DUTYHEAVY-DUTY

70% Screening Shade Cloth 
is available in light and heavy 

duty depending on the 
permanency of the application.

90+%
UV block

PEOPLE 
COVER

50%
UV block

GARDEN 
COVER

70%
UV block

SCREENING 70%
UV block

SCREENING

What is 
the usage?

What shade 
cloth should 
you use?


